VETASI SELECTS MAXTAF FOR AUTOMATED MAXIMO TESTING

VETASI EAM NEWS

Asset and maintenance management experts Vetasi have teamed up with Code Development,
the creators of leading technology for the testing of Maximo EAM, after selecting MaxTAF as its
strategic Quality Assurance technology.
“Our goal is to perform full regression testing every single day, across all of our active projects.
We simply can't do that without automation.” said James Prior, Managing Director of Vetasi.
Frank Baker, Services Director at Vetasi, adds: “With the intensity and repeatability of testing that
we can achieve with this IBM certified technology, our clients can rest assured that there will be
no surprises at the point of UAT.
“Any defects in the system caused by regression will be discovered early, well ahead of UAT, and
will be corrected immediately with minimal knock-on effect. The time and cost saving benefits
achieved on our first project using MaxTAF to its full potential were clear to see and easily
quantifiable.”
Dusko Delic, the founder of Code Development, says the technology is game changing for
Maximo EAM projects: “Companies like Vetasi are showing how Maximo will be implemented in
the future. The days of waterfall methodology and the specify-develop-test-deliver phasing of
projects are numbered. Modern corporates demand much more flexibility and that can only be
achieved with an agile approach, which in turn mandates automated testing.”
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About Code Development
Code Development, established in 1997, are a UK based Maximo EAM technology and services
company. MaxTAF(r) is a leading technology for automated testing of Maximo EAM.

About Vetasi
Established in 2005, Vetasi is a market leader Enterprise Asset Management (EAM), IT Service
Management (ITSM), and Property Portfolio Management (PPM) solutions, using IBM Maximo
and other complementary technologies. The company has more than 70 consultants, making it
the largest IBM Maximo Partner in Europe and Africa. Vetasi’s international client base includes
GSK, Royal Bank of Scotland, Gas de France Suez, Volvo, Toyota, BP, Johnson & Johnson,
Diageo, and Bombardier.
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